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Search for vector charmonium(-like) states in the e+e− → ηJ/ψ line shape
Jielei Zhang∗ and Rumin Wang
College of Physics and Electronic Engineering, Xinyang Normal University, Xinyang 464000, People’s Republic of China
The cross section of e+e− → ηJ/ψ has been measured by BESIII and Belle experiments. Fit to
the e+e− → ηJ/ψ line shape, three resonant structures are evident. The parameters for the three
resonant structures areM1 = (3980±17±7) MeV/c
2, Γ1 = (104±32±13) MeV;M2 = (4219±5±4)
MeV/c2, Γ2 = (63±9±3) MeV;M3 = (4401±12±4) MeV/c
2, Γ3 = (49±19±4) MeV, where the first
uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic. We attribute the three structures to ψ(4040),
Y (4220) and ψ(4415) states. The branching fractions B(ψ(4040) → ηJ/ψ) and B(ψ(4415) → ηJ/ψ)
are given. If Y (4220) is taken as ψ(4S) state, the branching fraction B(ψ(4S)→ ηJ/ψ) is also given.
Combining all Y (4220) parameters obtained from different decays, we give average parameters for
Y (4220), which are MY (4220) = (4220.8 ± 2.4) MeV/c
2, ΓY (4220) = (54.8 ± 3.3) MeV.
The potential model works well in describing the heavy
quarkonia states [1], especially for the charmonium states
below the open-charm threshold. However, above this
threshold, there are still many predicted states have not
been observed yet. In recent years, charmonium physics
has gained renewed strong interest from both the the-
oretical and the experimental side, due to the obser-
vation of charmonium-like states, such as Y (4260) [2],
Y (4360) [3] and Y (4660) [4]. These Y -states are above
the open-charm threshold and do not fit in the conven-
tional charmonium spectroscopy, so they could be exotic
states that lie outside the quark model [5–7]. The 1−−
Y -states are all observed in pi+pi−J/ψ or pi+pi−ψ(3686),
while recently, one state (called Y (4220)) is observed in
e+e− → ωχc0 [8], and two states (called Y (4220) and
Y (4390)) are observed in e+e− → pi+pi−hc [9, 10]. It
indicates that the Y -states also can be searched by other
charmonium transition decays. Among them, the cross
section for e+e− → ηJ/ψ is relative large, so we can
search for Y -states in ηJ/ψ line shape. The study of
these 1−− Y -states is very helpful to clarify the missing
predicted charmonium states in potential model. In all
Y -states, maybe some are conventional charmonium. So
it is important to confirm that which Y -states are char-
monium and which Y -states are exotic states.
Recently, the process e+e− → ηJ/ψ has been mea-
sured by BESIII [11, 12] and Belle [13] experiments. In
Ref. [13], authors claim ηJ/ψ is from resonances ψ(4040)
and ψ(4160). Figure 1 shows the cross sections from the
two experiments for the center-of-mass energy from 3.80
to 4.65 GeV, and they are consistent with each other
within error. The cross section of e+e− → ηJ/ψ is of
the same order of magnitude as those of the e+e− →
pi+pi−J/ψ [14] or e+e− → pi+pi−ψ(3686) [15], but with
a different line shape. It indicates there is large cou-
pling between Y -states and ηJ/ψ. So we try to use
BESIII and Belle measurements to extract the resonant
structures parameters in e+e− → ηJ/ψ. Currently, be-
tween 3.80 GeV and 4.65 GeV, the all observed vector
∗ zhangjielei@ihep.ac.cn
charmonium(-like) states are ψ(4040), ψ(4160), Y (4220),
Y (4360), Y (4390) and ψ(4415). In this paper, We try to
search for these vector charmonium(-like) states in the
e+e− → ηJ/ψ line shape.
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FIG. 1. Cross section of e+e− → ηJ/ψ from BESIII and Belle
experiments.
We use a least χ2 method to fit the cross section.
From Fig. 1, we can see there are three obvious struc-
tures around 4, 4.2 and 4.4 GeV in the line shape of
e+e− → ηJ/ψ. Assuming that ηJ/ψ comes from three
resonances, we fit the cross section with coherent sum
of three constant width relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW)
function (model 1, BW1 + BW2 +BW3); that is,
σ(
√
s) =|BW1(
√
s)
√
PS3(
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s)
PS3(M1)
+BW2(
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where PS(
√
s) = p/
√
s is the 2-body phase space factor,
where p is the η or J/ψ momentum in the e+e− center-
of-mass frame, φ1 and φ2 are relative phases, BW (
√
s) =√
12piΓeeB(ηJ/ψ)Γ
s−M2+iMΓ , is the BW function for a vector state,
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2with mass M , total width Γ, electron partial width Γee,
and the branching fraction to ηJ/ψ, B(ηJ/ψ). From the
fit, the Γee and B(ηJ/ψ) can not be obtained separately,
we can only extract the product ΓeeB(ηJ/ψ).
The χ2 is minimized to obtain the best estimation of
the resonant parameters, and the statistical uncertainties
are obtained when χ2 value change 1 compared with the
minimum. Figure 2 shows the fit results. Two solutions
are found with the same fit quality. The fits indicate
the existence of three resonances (called Y1, Y2, Y3) with
mass and width are M1 = (3980 ± 17) MeV/c2, Γ1 =
(104± 32) MeV; M2 = (4219± 5) MeV/c2, Γ2 = (63± 9)
MeV; M3 = (4401 ± 12) MeV/c2, Γ3 = (49 ± 19) MeV,
and the goodness of the fit is χ2/ndf = 51.8/50, corre-
sponding to a confidence level of 40%, where ndf is the
number of degrees of freedom. The all fitted parameters
of the cross section of e+e− → ηJ/ψ are listed in Table I.
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FIG. 2. The fits to the cross section of e+e− → ηJ/ψ from
BESIII and Belle experiments, two solutions are found and are
shown in plots (a) and (b). The solid red curves show the best
fits, and the dashed green ones are individual components.
There is only one 1−− charmonium state around 4.2
GeV, which is ψ(4160). It is interesting to check whether
the second structure in e+e− → ηJ/ψ is from ψ(4160),
or whether there is contribution from ψ(4160). If we fix
Y2 state’s parameters to the mass and width of ψ(4160)
(model 2, BW1+ψ(4160)+BW3) [16], the goodness of the
fit is χ2/ndf = 101.7/52, corresponding to a confidence
level of 5× 10−5. We also try to add ψ(4160) resonance
to fit the cross section (model 3, BW1+BW2+ψ(4160)+
BW3), where the mass and width of ψ(4160) are fixed at
the world average values [16] in the fit. The goodness of
the fit is χ2/ndf = 51.0/48, corresponding to a confidence
level of 36%.
The systematic uncertainties will also influence on the
goodness of fit. The systematic uncertainties includes the
uncertainty of the center-of-mass energy determination,
parametrization of the BW function, the cross section
measurement and the uncertainty of ψ(4160)’s mass and
width. Since the uncertainty of the measured beam en-
ergy is about 0.8 MeV at BESIII, so the beam energy√
s is varied within 0.8 MeV in the fit. To estimate the
uncertainty from parametrization of BW function, the
width Γ of BW function is set to be the mass dependent
width Γ = Γ0 PS(
√
s)
PS(M) in the fit, where Γ
0 is the width
of the resonance. The uncertainty of the cross section
measurements will affect the goodness of fit, we vary the
cross section values within the systematic uncertainty in
the fit. To estimate the uncertainty from the uncertain-
ty of ψ(4160)’s mass and width, we vary ψ(4160)’s mass
and width within the uncertainty to refit. The results for
different situations are also listed in Table II.
From the Table II, we notice that the model 2’s con-
fidence level is very bad, while model 1 and model 3’s
are all good. To get the significance of BW2, we choose
model 2 as zero hypothesis, and choose model 3 as alter-
native hypothesis. As when model 2 is at the minimum
(maximum) goodness of fit value, model 3 is also at the
minimum (maximum) goodness of fit value. So the sta-
tistical significance of BW2 is (5.0σ, 8.4σ), comparing the
χ2s change and taking into the change of the number of
degree of freedom. To get the significance of ψ(4160), we
choose model 1 as zero hypothesis, and choose model 3
as alternative hypothesis. The statistical significance of
ψ(4160) is (0.2σ, 0.8σ), it means that ψ(4160) resonance
is not significance. According to the above analysis, to
describe the second structure in the fit, we only need one
resonance BW2, the resonance ψ(4160) is not necessary.
To check the statistical significance of the third struc-
ture, we choose BW1+BW2 as zero hypothesis, then get
the statistical significance of the third resonance is 5.6σ,
comparing the χ2s change and taking into the change
of the number of degree of freedom. So to describe the
e+e− → ηJ/ψ line shape very well, three resonances is
required, the fourth resonance is not necessary based on
the current data. The model 1 (BW1+BW2+BW3) can
describe the line shape very well.
The systematic uncertainties on the resonant param-
eters are mainly from the uncertainty of the center-of-
mass energy determination, parametrization of the BW
function, and the cross section measurement. The de-
tails have been described above. By assuming all these
sources of systematic uncertainties are independent, we
add them in quadrature.
From above fit results using model 1, we notice that
3TABLE I. The fitted parameters of the cross section of e+e− → ηJ/ψ. The first uncertainties are statistical, and the second
systematic.
Parameter SolutionI SolutionII
M1 (MeV/c
2) 3980 ± 17± 7
Γ1 (MeV) 104± 32± 13
ΓY1eeB(Y1 → ηJ/ψ) (eV) 3.6± 0.9± 0.3 4.1± 1.2± 0.4
M2 (MeV/c
2) 4219 ± 5± 4
Γ2 (MeV) 63± 9± 3
ΓY2eeB(Y2 → ηJ/ψ) (eV) 3.6± 1.1± 0.3 6.7± 1.3± 0.4
M3 (MeV/c
2) 4401 ± 12± 4
Γ3 (MeV) 49± 19± 4
ΓY3eeB(Y3 → ηJ/ψ) (eV) 0.7± 0.3± 0.2 1.4± 0.7± 0.2
φ1 2.76± 0.53 ± 0.19 −2.64± 0.43 ± 0.18
φ2 −2.34± 1.10± 0.25 1.88± 1.03 ± 0.24
TABLE II. The goodness of fit values for different systematic uncertainty terms in different models, which ndf has not been
divided. The ndf are 50, 52 and 48 for models BW1+BW2+BW3, BW1+ψ(4160)+BW3 and BW1+BW2+ψ(4160)+BW3,
respectively. The first value in brackets is the minimum value for different situations, and the second value is the maximum.
The column “Range” is the range of goodness of fit value for all different systematic uncertainty situations, and the column
“C.L.” is the range of confidence level corresponding to the value in column “Range”.
Model Beam energy BW function Cross section ψ(4160) parameters Range C.L.
BW1 +BW2 +BW3 (51.2, 52.4) 51.8 (50.2, 55.5) - (49.7, 56.3) (25%, 49%)
BW1 + ψ(4160) +BW3 (99.1, 102.2) 111.1 (97.5, 109.7) (86.2, 120.1) (82.4, 139.5) (9× 10
−10, 0.5%)
BW1 +BW2 + ψ(4160) +BW3 (50.3, 51.7) 50.9 (49.3, 54.7) (50.5, 51.3) (48.0, 55.9) (20%, 47%)
Y1’s parameters are close to ψ(4040) [16], the differences
are about 3σ and less than 1σ for mass and width, and
Y3’s parameters are close to ψ(4415) [16], the differences
are less than 2σ and less than 1σ for mass and width,
so here we attribute the Y1 and Y3 states to ψ(4040)
and ψ(4415) states. If we take Γ(ψ(4040) → e+e−) and
Γ(ψ(4415) → e+e−) values from world averages [16],
we can obtain the branching fractions B(ψ(4040) →
ηJ/ψ) = (4.2 ± 1.2) × 10−3 or (4.8 ± 1.5) × 10−3, and
B(ψ(4415) → ηJ/ψ) = (1.2 ± 0.6) × 10−3 or (2.4 ±
1.3) × 10−3. For Y2 state, the mass and width are con-
sistent with the state (called Y (4220)) found in e+e− →
ωχc0 [8], pi
+pi−hc [9], pi+pi−J/ψ [14], pi+D0D∗− [17] and
pi+pi−ψ(3686) [15], so it is reasonable that we take Y2
state as Y (4220). Table III lists the parameters for
Y (4220) obtained from all decay modes. We use a con-
stant to fit the mass and width of Y (4220), the fit results
are shown in Fig. 3. Table III also lists the Y (4220) pa-
rameters from fit results, which areMY (4220) = (4220.8±
2.4) MeV/c2, ΓY (4220) = (54.8± 3.3) MeV.
Y1 and Y3 states are likely to be ψ(4040) and ψ(4415)
states, it is reasonable that ψ(4040) and ψ(4415) can
decay to ηJ/ψ because they are considered as ψ(3S) and
ψ(4S) states. For Y (4220) state, it also can decay to
ηJ/ψ, so it is normal that Y (4220) is also considered as
ψ(nS) state. In Ref. [18], authors suggest Y (4220) is
a “missing ψ(4S)” state, which is predicted in Ref. [19,
20]. Now from the fit results about the cross section of
TABLE III. The parameters for Y (4220) from different decay
modes, and the last line shows the fit results.
Decay mode M (MeV/c2) Γ (MeV)
ωχc0 4226 ± 10 39± 13
pi+pi−hc 4218.4
+5.6
−4.6 66.0
+12.3
−8.3
pi+pi−J/ψ 4222.0 ± 3.4 44.1 ± 4.8
pi+D0D∗− 4224.8 ± 6.9 72.3 ± 9.2
pi+pi−ψ(3686) 4209.1 ± 9.8 76.6± 14.4
ηJ/ψ 4219± 7 63± 10
Fit results 4220.8 ± 2.4 54.8 ± 3.3
ηJ/ψ, the suggestion is reasonable. If we take Y (4220) as
ψ(4S) state, then ψ(4415) will be ψ(5S) state. It is very
clear for the ηJ/ψ line shape, the three obvious structures
are due to ψ(3S), ψ(4S) and ψ(5S) states. If we take
the theoretical range Γ(ψ(4S) → e+e−) = 0.63 ∼ 0.66
keV [18], and take fit results for Y2 from Table I, we can
obtain the branching fraction B(ψ(4S)→ ηJ/ψ) = (5.5±
1.7)×10−3 ∼ (10.6±2.2)×10−3. While Ref. [18] predicts
the upper limit of branching fraction of ψ(4S) → ηJ/ψ
is to be 1.9×10−3, so the fit results have some deviations
from theory prediction.
Recently, the measurement of e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ [14]
from BESIII indicates that the previous Y (4260) struc-
ture maybe the combination of two resonances, the lower
resonance is Y (4220). BESIII also has observed process
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FIG. 3. The fits to the mass (plot (a)) and width (plot (b))
of Y (4220) from different decay modes. The grey hatched re-
gions are the average values with uncertainty from fit results.
e+e− → γX(3872) [21] around 4.23 and 4.26 GeV. In
Ref. [22–24], authors suggest X(3872) can be identified
as a 23P1 c¯c state with effect from D¯D
∗ threshold. If
we assume X(3872) structure is due to χc1(2P ) state,
and take Y (4220) as ψ(4S) state, the process e+e− →
γX(3872) [21] around 4.23 and 4.26 GeV observed by
BESIII will be a simple transition ψ(4S) → γχc1(2P ).
We think it is a reasonable explanation for X(3872) and
Y (4220). It indicates that maybe some exotic structures
are due to the conventional charmonium.
In summary, we fit to the e+e− → ηJ/ψ line shape,
three resonant structures are evident. The parameters
for the three resonant structures areM1 = (3980±17±7)
MeV/c2, Γ1 = (104± 32± 13) MeV; M2 = (4219± 5± 4)
MeV/c2, Γ2 = (63 ± 9 ± 3) MeV; M3 = (4401 ±
12 ± 4) MeV/c2, Γ3 = (49 ± 19 ± 4) MeV, where the
first uncertainties are statistical and the second sys-
tematic. We attribute the three structures to ψ(4040),
Y (4220) and ψ(4415) states. The branching fractions
are B(ψ(4040) → ηJ/ψ) = (4.2 ± 1.2) × 10−3 or (4.8 ±
1.5)×10−3, and B(ψ(4415)→ ηJ/ψ) = (1.2±0.6)×10−3
or (2.4 ± 1.3) × 10−3. We emphasize that the second
structure in the e+e− → ηJ/ψ is not from ψ(4160), it
is more consistent with Y (4220). Combining all Y (4220)
parameters obtained from different decays, we give av-
erage parameters for Y (4220), which are MY (4220) =
(4220.8 ± 2.4) MeV/c2, ΓY (4220) = (54.8 ± 3.3) MeV.
If we take Y (4220) as ψ(4S) state, then ψ(4415) will
be ψ(5S) state. It is very clear for the ηJ/ψ line shape,
the three obvious structures are due to ψ(3S), ψ(4S) and
ψ(5S) states. If we take the theoretical range Γ(ψ(4S)→
e+e−) = 0.63 ∼ 0.66 keV [18], we can obtain the branch-
ing fraction B(ψ(4S) → ηJ/ψ) = (5.5 ± 1.7) × 10−3 ∼
(10.6±2.2)×10−3, which has some deviations from theo-
ry prediction [18]. At present, the number of high preci-
sion data points in e+e− → ηJ/ψ line shape is relatively
small, so more measurements around this energy region
are desired, this can be achieved in BESIII and BelleII
experiments in the further.
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